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Title:
Heirs of Montesclaros v. Heirs of Son: A Philippine Supreme Court Decision on Pre-Trial
Order and Introduction of Evidence

Facts:
The heirs of Escolastica Montesclaros Son and Anastacio Son (petitioners) sought to reverse
a Court of Appeals decision nullifying a Deed of Absolute Sale dated November 5, 1957,
which transferred a parcel of land from Pedro Son (the brother of Anastacio Son and an
ancestor of the private respondents) to the petitioners. The private respondents, children of
Pedro Son, challenged the deed on grounds of forgery after discovering in 1972 that the
petitioners occupied part of the inherited family land.

During a pre-trial conference, the parties agreed to focus on the validity of the 1957 deed.
However, the petitioners later introduced a Deed of Sale with the Right to Repurchase from
1951, contending that Pedro Son sold them half of his inherited land. Despite not being an
original issue, the trial court accepted the deed without objection from the respondents and
reversed its initial judgment in favor of the petitioners. The respondents appealed, and the
Court of Appeals reinstated the initial  decision, emphasizing adherence to the pre-trial
issues and finding the 1957 deed void.

Issues:
1. Whether the 1951 Deed of Sale with Right to Repurchase, despite not being part of the
pre-trial issues, should be considered based on it being properly pled and without objection
during its presentation at trial.
2. Whether the Court of Appeals erred in its findings regarding the land identified in both
the 1951 and 1957 deeds.
3. Whether the appellate court relied on speculation when concluding that the 1957 Deed of
Absolute Sale was null and void.

Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court granted the petition and reversed the decision of the Court of Appeals,
reinstating the trial court’s judgment in favor of the petitioners. It resolved that parties are
not strictly bound by a pre-trial order when issues not raised in the pleadings are tried by
implied consent. The Court reasoned that the lack of objection by private respondents to the
admission of the 1951 deed and their active participation in cross-examination amounted to
implied consent to try this issue.
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The Court also found that both deeds referred to the same share Pedro Son inherited from
his parents, despite disparities in area and consideration, thus validating petitioners’ claim
to the land through the 1951 deed. The Court did not find significant issues with variations
in the size of the land and price stated in the two deeds, considering the close family ties as
a justification for Pedro Son’s accommodations in his transactions with Anastacio Son.

Doctrine:
The doctrine established in this case emphasized the flexibility of pre-trial orders under
Section 5 of Rule 10 of the Revised Rules of Court. When issues are tried with either express
or implied consent of the parties, they are considered as if raised in the pleadings, and
objecting to evidence on the ground that it is not within the pleadings must be done in a
timely manner, or the court may allow the pleadings to be amended.

Historical Background:
The case reflects the procedural and evidentiary concerns that may arise within the distinct
context of inter-family property disputes in the Philippines, where relations and informal
agreements between relatives may later become significant in legal  disputes over land
inheritance.  It  highlights the need for clarity  and candor in pre-trial  procedures while
considering inherent Filipino values and the judiciary’s discretion to ensure justice prevails
over technicalities.


